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Abstract—Today, XML has become one of the important
formats of saving and exchanging data. XML structure
flexibility enhances its use, and the content of XML
documents is increasing constantly. As a result, since file
management system is not able to manage such content
of data, managing XML documents requires a
comprehensive management system. With the striking
growth of such databases, the necessity of accelerating
the implementing operation of queries is felt. In this
paper, we are searching for a method that has required
ability for a large set of queries; the method that would
access fewer nodes and would get the answer through a
shorter period of time, compared to similar ways; the
method which has the ability of matching with similar
ways indicator, and can use them to accelerate the queries.
We are seeking a method which is able to jump over the
useless nodes and produces intermediate data, as
compared to similar ones. A method by which nodes
processing are not performed directly and automatically
through a pattern matching guide.
Index Term—Query, Semantic Web, Optimization, XML
Structure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since in XML world, a standard method such as SQL
in relational databases has not been achieved yet, the
effectiveness improvement of XML queries still goes on.
There are many methods introduced about this field that
we will show their most important objections, below [1].
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Production of intermediate data (data that are
produced only for user response and have no
more applications)
Increasing the query response by increasing
query length.
Involving all query nodes for achieving the
response.
using for a small group of the queries and
operators.
No compatibility with the methods that are used
to index the document.
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Many researchers also have tried to apply the
traditional methods of relations for managing XML
documents, but the structure of an XML document into a
tree format is different from the relation and old
structure. . As an instance, in a relation model, the table
data are on a same level and relations between tables as
links can be set up too. But there are other relations in a
XML document such as parental – filial, ancestral – racial
and sibling. Thus the complexity of user queries is more
than before, and the responses ranges have been altered.
On the other hand, applying of the simple operators such
as NOT is not possible readily as before. Thus providing
a method for this different structure should have the
following capabilities.







The ability of responding to the queries at the
shortest possible period of time.
The Same performance for all existing queries in
XML
No need to long preparing of the document.
Compatibility with all existing indexes.
No production of the useless data.
The existence of the linkage between the
response and the query

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
the research background to respond queries to achieve all
existing nodes in the document is presented. In this
section, advantages and disadvantages of a method called
TJFast [3], is expressed.
The following section includes discussion on the
problems and its dependency on other parameters is
presented.
Next section the general structure of the provided
algorithm is presented and and then present an exact
explanation of all steps.
Other section is explained the application of index
table in complex queries
Then, our algorithm is evaluated and compared with a
similar algorithm in the next section.
Finally, the paper is concluded with highlights of an
open issue.
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II. THE RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Up to now, many methods have been proposed for this
task, including:






All previous methods to respond queries had to achieve
all existing nodes in the document. But in [3] by
presenting a method called TJFast, proved that
responding can be reached just by achieving query leaf
nodes. For example, to respond the query Q1, just
achieving leaf nodes, Book & Title will be required[1][2].
Q1: STUDENT//BOOK [TITLE=’XML’];
This method numbers the tree as decimal or coded
Dewey [11] [12].
Using this atamata, TJFast firstly decodes internal
nodes, and then compares them to get the response.
TJFast compares only the query leaf nodes, thus the
number of achieved nodes in this method will be much
fewer than the same methods. For example, we just need
to consider n member for a query of n branch with m
members where n<<m. As a result, time complexity of
this method can be written O (m). On the other hand, the
major disadvantages of this method are the followings:



In many cases, the time and content of FST is
significant and applying it is not economical.
TJFast takes a long time for decoding the nodes
and this makes the total time more than the
times in the same methods.

III. DEFINING THE PROBLEM
As we observed in the previous section, processing
XML queries still needs to be improved. Lack of
effectiveness in this field made many of the users not to
accept XML as a data, and again insist on the rational
method. Given the deficiencies of the existing methods,
we need a plan that has the capability to meet the
following objectives:





Having the requirement of the minimum nodes
to respond the queries.
Getting the minimum interface or intermediate
data content – the data that are not a part of the
final respond, and are used just to produce the
final respond.
Getting the minimum useless data content – the
data that are not as a part of the final respond,
and are processed unreasonably.
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Not to compare nodes directly, and being
capable of combining with Path Index [6]
methods.

IV. THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE PROVIDED
ALGORITHM

Nested loops
STRUCTURAL JOIN
Staircase
HOLISTIC TWIG JOIN
JFAST
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The index table method is a combination of
Containment join method & Path index method. This
method consists of three steps. We will state a summary
of each three steps as follows, and then present an exact
explanation of each step.
Step 1: In this step, query as Path index methods is firstly
performed on SS, Here; the query is not performed as its
primary and complex leaf, but it is broken into several
single branch queries that are responded in all path index
methods [7]. Then all the single branch queries are
performed on SS separately. The main purpose of this
step is reducing the range of the nods searching. SS is
used as the pattern matching guide.
Step 2: All the single-branch queries are performed on SS
separately, and each is set to return as the respond. Note
that these are the nodes on SS, not the ones on the actual
document.
Step 3: The document is numbered at Dewy encoding. As
presented in the previous chapter, the nodes related to
each group SS node are arranged at Dewy in its Extend.
Now third step of the query performs similar to
Containment join. Here, query leaf nodes which are in
Extend are compared considering IT, and the final
respond is produced.
A. The query guide
Basically, the query guide is like a document schema.
SS is much related to DTD or a document XML Schema
[2]. A document schema shows the structure and general
relationship among the elements, and is very little related
to the content and size of the document data. Its structure
and is typically steady or has a little change. But this SS
in XML world can be made in different ways. For
example, in SS, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] are produced
through different methods, and each has its special
quality and trait.
Fortunately, the following criteria about SS have been
proved during the recent years.




SS content is much smaller than the actual
document
data
content.
For example, the known dataset, Treebank [11],
Xmark [5], DBLP [4]. That has the sizes of
130,897 and 532 Mb, respectively; their
schematic contents are 2.8, 4.2, and 3 kb.
A document SS has a poor relationship with the
data size in the document.
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In [12] which its SS with Strong Data guide method
that has rather high content than the other similar
methods is tested for the two banks, Sports & Synthetic.
30695 and 375449 nodes respectively were added to
these two banks, but 2 and 12 nodes are added to only
their SS.
B. Continous Model
In the XML world, SS can be made through different
ways. For example, SS is produced by different methods
that each has its special quality and trait. Thus, there are
many Path indexes to be chosen, but each one of them
tries to respond to complex queries by itself. So many of
the queries require achieving the actual document data,
and as a result, they are not useful enough. Since the Path
index we choose for our plan is just to look for SS and to
respond to single branch queries, they should have only
two following characteristics:



Its SS should be small and respond single branch
queries promptly.
It should be useful for all possible (*,?, / /)
operators for single branch queries.

D. Second step: Index Table Production
The primary definition of the index table: It's a threecolumn table that the first two columns of the leaf nodes
of each branch in SS and its third column is the point
level of the connection between two nodes. So, every
record of this table shows a task called the Corresponding
Act.
After that in the first step, the query is converted into
the single branch queries, and the leaf nodes of the single
branch queries in SS are achieved; now we should get the
connection point level among the leaves. The result of the
single branch query performances on SS is finding a list
of the nodes for each single branch query. These points’
addresses are absolute, not relative. It means each node
address of the tree root is completely certain. Now, to get
the connection point level among the branches, we select
a node from the list of each branch leaf, and compare
their paths. If the selected nodes paths are equal from the
root to the query connection point level, we add those
two nodes with the connection point level to IT.
A//B = [W/A1/A2/B1, W/ A1/B2]
JP= A1

Among all Path indexes, the best option that provides
only two items above is YAPI [5] that is the fastest and
cheapest for responding to a single branch queries.
C. First step: Performing Single Branch Queries on the
Pattern Matching Guide
As stated before, we should break the query. This
breakage is performed so that the query breaks into the
single branch queries. Then each single branch query is
separately performed on SS. Fortunately, in most of Path
index methods, from SS and with no need to achieve
document data, single branch queries are simply able to
be responded. In this step, we compare all single branch
queries with the document SS, and since the document is
encoded of Dewey, and the lower nodes have some
heterogeneous information from their upper nodes (the
covered path from the root), keeping and achieving the
query leaves for each branch will only be required. The
result of this performance will be getting a list of points
in SS for each single branch query. The points address
will be absolutely (from the root to the node).

A//C//D = [W/A1/A2/C2/D1, W/A1/B2/C1/D3]

A//B
B1
B1
B1
B2
B2

A//C//D
D1
D1
D3
D1
D3

Level of JP
1
2
1
1
1

Fig 2: A sample of index table

The primary algorithm of IT production for a twobranch query is as follows.
This is a quasi-code and is just for two-branch queries.
This algorithm for complex queries is as follows.
Input: Q as TPQ
Output: IT as Index Table
1: Let A and B the two leaves of Q
A and B are two nodes of the query leaf.

W
A1

B2

A2
B1

C2
A3

2: Let JP = Joint point between A and B
The connection point level shows the connection node of
two branches.

….

D2
D1

Fig 1: Assumed SS for examples
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3: Let AL = list of SS nodes match A branch
4: Let BL = list of SS nodes match B branch

C1
D3

AL and BL show the Extend lists of A and B nodes,
respectively. These nodes are the found leaf nodes for
each branch of the query.
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5: for each an  AL do
6:
for each bn  BL do
7:
for each JP1 in an, JP2 in bn do
8:
if an.Prefix(JP 1) = bn.prefix(JP2) then
9:
IT.addREC(an, bn, JP 1.level))
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
end for
13: end for

This array shows the list of the external nodes.

The lines perform the binary comparison of the nodes.
Note that, a record may be added to the result table for
each connection point level. If each compared two has a
similar prefix to the connection point level, a record
which was made from two nodes and the connection
point level between them is added.

These two moves like two pointers along Extend list of
the two nodes.

1: Let L1= ET.field1.extend
2: Let L2= ET.field2.extend
L1 and L2 show the list of the Extends of the two nodes
which should be compared with one another.
3: Let node1= first node of L1
4: Let node2= first node of L2

E. Step Three: The Production of the Final Results
The final results are produced considering the result
table. Each record of the table guides the query processor
to get a part of the response. The set of these parts
produces the final response. Therefore, final results are
the set of the returned results by each record.
The procedure of step 3: Each record of the index table
has three fields. The two first columns are two nodes in
SS, and the third column is the connection point level
between two nodes. As observed in figure 3, the actual
document nodes are ordered toward their Dewey code in
Extends. Now, the Extend lists of both nodes in SS
should be compared with one another. If the prefix of the
compared two nodes are equal to the connection point
level (the third field), both are related to the response.
This procedure is continued until one of two lists ends.
This is called the Corresponding Process.

1/3 =

5: Let L= ET.field3 // level of JP
L shows the third field of the table or the connection
point level. This is just the level that the elements of two
lists should be compared with one another.
6: while (one of L1 or L2 reach the end) do
7:
for each a in L1, b in L2 that
8:
a.prefix(L) = prefix(L) then
9:
(a, b) add to output
Lines 8 and 9 show the nodes which are equal to the
connection point level and will be from the corresponding
process respond. It means that they have had a successful
corresponding process.
10 else if node1.prefix (L) > node2.prefix (L) then
11:
node2= L2.Next ()
12 else
13:
node1= L1.Next ()
Lines 11 and 13 show the nodes which haven’t had a
successful corresponding process. For the nodes that are
equal to no nodes to this level, the smaller node courser
should prepare the next element for processing.

a

14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end while

1/3/3 =
1/3/1=

b

c
1/3/3/2 =

d

V. THE APPLICATION OF INDEX TABLE IN COMPLEX
QUERIES

Fig 3: A sample of TPQ in document

Algorithm_1: Final Index-Proc
The quasi-code of the final production is as follows.
The lines 8 and 9 show the nodes which are equal to
the connection point level and will be related to the
corresponding process respond. For nodes that are equal
with no nodes to this level, next node should be
processed. Pay attention to the term next( ).
Input: ET as record of Index Table
ET is the guidance table.
Output: Output list as array of matched nodes
Copyright © 2014 MECS

The general process of algorithm to response to a
multi-branch query was stated through the previous
section, but there are more complex queries in XML
structure. Through this section, the flexibility and
application of the index table to response these queries
are studies so that once processing the query leaf nodes,
the response is resulted.
A. Connection Points with More than Two Branches
As the index table is primarily defined, IT indicates a
three-column table in which the first two columns show
each branch nodes and the third column show interface
between them; but in queries world, there might be
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several branches connected at a point. Consider Q2 as an
example:
Q2= //A [. /C][. /D] / B;
This is a three-branch query in which three branches of
B, C and D are connected at a point, i.e. A. here; it's just
need to change the definition of IT as follows.
The second definition of the index table: IT is a table
with M+1 columns for connecting to a connection point
having M sub-branches tin which columns first to M are
the branches leaves and the last column will be the
interface among all nodes.
Algorithm_2: Final Index-Proc
On the other hand, to produce the ultimate response to
each IT cord, the figure pseudo code need to be changed
into the following pseudo code, since in this case, the
numbers of the compared lists are more than two.

The first change: In the previous figure, IT model
should be used instead of one IT.
The definition of IT Model: A set of n number of IT
for a query with n number of connection point that shows
the relation among them.
As an example, suppose we want to make IT Model for
the figure below. The method is that we find three singlebranches A//B/C, A//B/D and A/E//F from sample
accordance guide. There is a connection point called B
for the two branches A//B/C and A//B/D. After solving
this part of query – when conditional bs as the connection
point are found – now, the connection points among the
branches A//B and A/E//F should be found. Another
connection point is A which is the connection point
between two first branches and the third branch. As you
observe in the following figure, the connection point A
uses the exit of the connection point B. as a result; ITB
exit is used as one of ITA fields.
A

LET A1, A2… An = field1, field2… fieldn

B

These are Extend lists that should be compared with
each other.

C

These lines compares the list elements with each other,
and they will be the component of the ultimate response
only if all have a same prefix within this level.

E

B
C

D

Endif
Endfor
B. Queries with more than two connection point
As observed in the previous section, the most
important state occurred for our queries were a mode we
had to study the existence of a number of branches
simultaneously. We must look for a point called the
connection point. A connection point is a node in TPQ in
which several query branches are connected. In one query,
each IT is used for one connection point. Thus, for the
queries with m number of connection point, m number of
IT is needed. But these ITs can't act independently, and
there is dependence among them. So we need two
changes.

A
B

E

F

F

Fig 4: The process of the omission of the Multi-branch queries
complexity

C

D

Else
Min(a1,a2,…an).Next()
But for each unsuccessful correspondence, the smallest
element is required to move to the next node.

F

Reduction

A

The last field shows the common connection point
among the compared nodes.
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D

F

LET L=ET.field (n+1)

For each a1 A1, a2A2, …. , .anAn do
IF a1.prefix (L) = a2.prefix (L) =……= an.prefix (L) then
Add (a1, a2, …, an) to output

E

RTB
IT Model

Fig 5:
An
exam
ple ofB

BRTB

F
RTA

The second Change: that should be done in order of the
nodes processing for making Index. This changing is
shown in the following pseudo-code.
Algorithm_3: Final Index-Proc
1: Assume Order process in It_Model is:
2: IT1IT2…ITn
3: Match _ Proc(IT1,1)
The above pseude-code acts bottom-up which mean it
firstly processes the connection points in the lower
location in TPQ tree.The procedure is done so that it
starts the process from the first IT when there is
aprocessing (relation) order among several ITs (line 3).A
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Table II. Characteristics of randomized data sets

recessive procedure called Match_Proc is used in order to
follow the processing order.
4: Match_Proc(ITi,i )
5: If (i=n+1 ) then
6: Successful match

7: Elseif (Match_Proc in ITi IS Successful) then
8: Match_Proc (ITi+1, I+1)
This procedure acts when there is a successful match in
an IT (line7), the process is tested for the next IT (line 8).
9: Els
10: Min (ITi, ITi-1).Next ()
11: Match_Proc (ITi-1, i-1)
When there is an unsuccessful matching, Cursor
movement should be done in one of two ITs, either the
present or the previous one (Line 10); and matching
begins again from the previous IT (Line 11).
12:
EndIf
13: EndProc

VI.THE SIMULATION FIELD AND THE COMPARISON
CRITERIA
The selected data set: four data set called Treebank,
DBLP, Xmark are used to test guide table method. Each
one of data set in XML world is known for the
researchers in this field, and most of the methods are
tested on the same data. These documents require the
pattern production for the first query performance. For
these documents, it should be surveyed once to get the
pattern tree schema. All three documents characteristics
are represented totally in table (1).
Table I. Characteristics of known data sets
XMark

DBLP

Treebank

Data size(MB)

582

130

82

Nodes(million)

8

3.3

2.4

Max/Avg depth

12/5

6/2.9

36/7.8

Dataset
name

Data
size(MB)

Node(million)

Depth

Random
dataset

890

8.3

12

Hardware: All data are performed on a system with a
processor of 202GHz and a processor of Intel Pentium IV
on windows XP or with 2GB of main memory.
A.

The Comparison with Similar Methods and
Providing Statistic Results
The experimental data are presented during three steps.
First step of the comparison is the guide table method
with the similar ways, TJFast and Twig2Stack. In this
step, the method efficiency is represented rather than
similar ways. In the second step, the way efficiency has
come to jump over the useful nodes. Five queries of the
table 3, that each one has its own characteristic have been
tested on both TJFast method and the guide table.
Table III.Queries running on RT and TJFast
Query
Name

Query

Database

Q1

/site/people/person/gender

XMARK

Q2

/S[.//VP/IN]//NP

Treebank

Q3

/S/VP/PP[IN]/NP/VBN

Treebank

Q4

//article[.//sup]//title//sub

DBLP

Q5

//in proceedings//title[.//i]//sup

DBLP

70000
0
60000
0
50000
0
40000
0
30000
0
20000
0
10000
0
0

Number of elements
read

This trend goes on as far as matching would be successful
for all ITs (line 5 and 6).
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TJFas
GTt

Q
1

Q
2

Q
3

Q
4

X
5

Fig 6: Number of used nodes

The Random Data Set (RDS): In addition to the known
and considered documents, the random data set are
produced to perform the queries, so that the guide table
method in this kind of the document is shown too. The
way of the set production is that a pattern is randomly
made with the depth 12 and maximum 10 children. The
elements labels of this graph are only the letters a,b,c,d,e
and f.
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Used main memory size: Considering figure 6, the
used main memory size for the query respond in guide
table is less than TJFast method. In TJFast method, when
two nodes are compared with one another, some nodes
require to be saved, because they may produce a part of
the respond by being compared with another node. Since
TJFast by automatically direct comparing the nodes tries
to reach the query respond.
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